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Introduction

• Result of our meeting during Welliver 
Fellowship

• Compared experiences in accounting and 
engineering

• Noticed similarities in views
• Both saw short shortcomings in present 

state of many organizations
• Paper is our effort at proposing a glimpse 

of an alternative future



Introduction

• Decision-Making Model has not Changed 
Despite Technological Advances

• Present State
– Web of relationships overlooked
– “Part” management
– Intervention is common

• Future State
– Better management of resources and 

relationships
– Flexibility
– Greater customer loyalty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The decision making model is a reflection of the state of thinking within the organization.Technological advances have provided enhanced physical connections, but have not provoked an awareness of thinking limitations.A fundamental weakness in present state thinking is the tendency to overlook the relationships that bind together organizations.   Lacking this awareness, organizations are managed in parts, such as departments, functions, or divisions.   Likewise, an attitude of “if its not broken, don’t fix it” gives rise to a prioritization strategy of “fixing things that are broken”.   Intervention is a consequence of this black and white view, where “good” is the ideal state of operation.In the future state we envision, individuals in organizations will view the organization as a web of relationships.  As such, relationships are realized and resources are allocated to manage them.    Furthermore, intervention is viewed as a choice, not as a consequence.    The alternate to intervention is to avoid the trap of black and white thinking, as appropriate, and appreciate the advantages of allocating resources where moving from “good” to “better” is a worthwhile investment.   Such a state of thinking within an organization is dependent on flexibility and will lead to greater customer loyalty. 



Combining Two Bodies of Literature

• Systems Thinking

• Ecobusiness Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In organizing our thoughts for this paper, we looked to the two evolving bodies of knowledge that have occupied our attention for the past 10 years.Within each body we have highlighted eminent thinkers and the connections in their work that will lead to “future state” organizations that make better use of information.



Systems Thinkers

• W. Edwards Deming
– Awareness of non-linear system dynamics
– Learning model - Plan/Do/Study/Act
– System of Profound Knowledge
– Sense of unity, including:

• Suppliers
• Customer
• Other stakeholders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deming used the term “the prevailing style of management” to describe the administration style of organizations that are characterized by activities that unwittingly promote local sub-optimization. Among the telltale signs of these belief systems are management practices that ignore, if not underestimate, non-linear causal loops.   It follows that organizational actions are viewed as linear (cause and effect) and orientations such as “upstream” and “downstream” are used to denote the endpoint positions within it, in a unidirectional flow.Organizations that follow the Deming management model are characterized by a widespread awareness of non-linear system dynamics, especially as related to the “plan-do-study-act” (PDSA) learning cycle.Deming’s concept of a “system of profound knowledge” offers a framework in which one can better understand the organizational dynamics that can serve to hinder or elevate organizational learning.  The elements of Deming’s system of profound knowledge consist of four parts and their interrelationships.   The elements are systems thinking, awareness of variation, the theory of knowledge, and psychology.  Awareness of psychology offers insights into the behaviors of individuals and organizations in the presence of such non-systemic actions as blaming the welder for poor weld quality or the conductor for the late arrival of a train.Organizations operating with a high regard for Deming’s system of profound knowledge will maintain connectedness and operate in the sprit of “one company”



Deming’s view of production system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contrast the linear view of organizational actions and activities with the recursive model that Deming advocated, where a so-called “zeroth stage” (idea that starts the cycle, product rolling outside of loop) action sets the system in motion with the initial design idea. These attributes, coupled with a high value placed on maintaining a sense of unity (one company) that extends beyond the organization to include suppliers and customers, result in lower levels of sub-optimization and, therefore, high levels of profitability.



Systems Thinkers

• Edward de Bono
– Water logic - a discussion of relationships, 

what could be?
From Where? This Part Lead To?

• What is this part of?
• Where did this come from?
• What will this lead to?

– Rock logic - a discussion of parts, what is

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There may be no more simple question than for an individual to ask what he or she is part of, or, how do they fit in and how do their efforts fit in.   Given this inquiry, the connections and continuum would be lost as we return to a worldview of fragmented pieces that are not understood to be connected.  A system perspective is:From Where?  This Part  Lead To? In reference to the “from-this-to” sequence, questions such as “What is this part of?”  “Where did this come from?” and “What will this lead to?” represent the essence of understanding relationships and inter-connections.  The thinking revealed by these questions has been termed “water logic” by de Bono.  By contrast, references to events, parts are termed “rock logic.”As a further extension of these concepts, water logic offers the vantage point of what could be, if we consider the context of “what will this lead to? To represent a future state.   Rock logic offers a viewof the present state, as in this is OK.



Systems Thinkers

• Genichi Taguchi
– Wood cutting example

– Quality loss function
1 2 3

Cumulative
Negative 
Impact to
Others
Downstream

TARGETLSL USL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A simple example is offered to present a connection between the systems thinking of de Bono and Genichi Taguchi.Consider the routine of cutting a piece of wood.   Taking a step back, imagine your actions associated with a wood working project - all in the confines of your garage.   The closest piece you can find is too long.   In rapid order, you measure the length that is required, mark the wood to cut it, and get ready to start the electric saw.     Before the piece is shortened, I look at the top face of the piece to see “how many lines are drawn completely cross the face, top to bottom.”   The answer “1 line” is an indication of a strong intuitive sense of water logic - knowing what the piece of wood is “part of”, knowing where “it came from”, and knowing where it “will lead to”.   Such a perspective is likely when one is involved in a home project and connections are visible as well as conscious.   How visible are the connections in a work setting, where the connections are less visible ?An explanation is offered for the habit of “1 line” thinking when cutting a piece of wood for a home project (step 1)..     Consider the x-y axes shown, with a part characteristic as the horizontal axis and the “cumulative negative impact to others downstream” (steps 2 and 3) as the vertical axis.    This “negative impact” to others is reflective of Dr. Taguchi’s concept of defining quality as the “minimum value of loss imparted to the society”.The rock logic view of the resulting piece of wood, cut between the tolerances, suggests that a “good” part produces zero loss downstream.



Ecobusiness Thinkers

• Tom Johnson
– Managerial accounting in present state 

contributes to linear thinking
– Recommends abolishing most quantitative 

measures
– Leaders are encouraged to nurture 

relationships



Ecobusiness Thinkers

• Tom Johnson
– Lessons from Manage by Means practices

• Are resources used parsimoniously?
• Does work attend at all times to the relationship 

between company and customer?
• Is money regarded as energy to fuel the union 

between company and customer, never merely as a 
commodity to be accumulated for its own sake?

Profit Beyond Measure (2000), p 163



Ecobusiness Thinkers

• Amory Lovins
– Providing the right products
– At the right time
– In the right amount
– Using the right processes and materials
– To customers



Ecobusiness Thinkers

• Amory Lovins
– Four types of capital

• Financial
• Physical (manufactured)
• Intellectual
• Natural



Ecobusiness Thinkers

• Allan Savory
– Holistic Resource Management

– Flaw in decision making process
• Disregard for resource base needed to sustain 

quality of life envisioned
• Solved by asking seven questions to ensure 

decision is economically, environmentally, and 
socially sound

• Provides compass for process



Ecobusiness Thinkers

• Karl-Henrick Robert
– The Natural Step

– Identify a sustainability framework
• Apply systems thinking to all decisions

– Compass



Ecobusiness Thinkers

• William McDonough
– Redesign design process

• Waste must equal food (input or biodegradeable)

• Shift to consuming current solar energy rather than 
stored

• Respect diversity (biodiversity)



Toward Better Decision Making
Kaplan & Norton’s Balanced Scorecard

• Performance Metrics
– Non-financial
– Forward-looking
– Measures that are necessary for ensuring 

long-term growth
– Traditionally four measures

• Financial
• Customer
• Internal business processes
• Learning and growth

– Additional measures
• Environmental
• Societal



Toward Better Decision Making
Allan Savory’s Decision Model



Toward Better Decision Making
Allan Savory’s Decision Model



Toward Better Decision Making 
“Managing Variation as a System” at Boeing

Major Rocket Engine Component 
628 Braze Joints (Posts & Holes) - 1256 Fillets

Post

Braze fillet

Plate

Before:
• Rock Logic
• Focus: “good parts” 

(tolerances)

Results:
• Two braze cycles
• $30,000

After:
• Water Logic
• Focus: relationships 

(targets)

Results:
• One braze cycle
• $9,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Boeing team applied target thinking and achieved a remarkable 100% first pass braze quality when fabricating a main combustion chamber injector plate.   This equates to achieving all braze fillets in one braze cycle.   The hardware consisted of a plate, roughly 30 inches in diameter and 1 inch thick.   Across the plate were 628 holes of equal size, in which 628 tubes were to be brazed in place with 1256 braze fillets, or 2 per joint – one at the interface of the tube with the top face of the injector plate and one at the interface with the bottom face.  This Integrated Product and Process Development Team approached this hardware design by abandoning the traditional expectation that 2, if not 3, braze cycles would be needed to complete the brazing of all 1256 fillets.  A  new  thinking approach addressed a primary focus on managing the process variation with respect to the target values for both the diameter of the 628 holes and the outer diameter of the 628 tubes.   Making better use of information, more time and effort was required to manage the variation of these dimensions, but the intended consequence was the elimination of far more expensive second and third braze cycles. The 100% first pass braze quality results have been repeated on a regular basis and the decision-making model used to achieve these results has been shared with other design teams within Boeing, thereby leading to a growing awareness of the need to minimize loss to Boeing and society.



Summary & Conclusions

• New technology has created more 
information 

• Better decisions require better thinking
• Systems thinking & Ecological thinking

– Seeing parts and relationships
– Systems thinking is not systems thinking
– All relationships matter 
– Is ecology part of the system?

• Individuals in “future state” organizations 
will use better thinking to aim towards 
“true north”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Individuals, and organizations are in need of better thinking; thinking that promotes better discovery and better decision making.  Discovery of opportunities, discovery of connections, discovery of systemic effects, are but a few forms of needed discovery about relationships.   Relationships between employees, between companies and suppliers, customers, and the environment, are not as visible as they could be.   Without a better sense of connections, of water logic, we will not be able to make better sense of information.   In a fragmented world, we tend not to see things coming and, consequently, experience problems without warning.  Adding to this scenario of disconnections, we then act to impart blame to elements of the system instead of to the system itself.  Such blame may be imposed on the student in a classroom or on the welder on a shop floor.  If only we could see connections, we could anticipate.  Such anticipation provides early warning of impending trouble and the ability to make better sense of information.  In “future state” organizations, better thinking about information offers the ability to uncover these opportunities for investment and offer  organizations previously unforeseen opportunities to manage waste and quality losses.Systems thinking – continuum, variations on a theme
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